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Abstract: Data gathering is a focal task in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) that expends most of the sensor nodes’
energy. Two factors that are considered essential in data gathering are latency and power consumption. The multihop
data gathering approach proves that latency is minimized due to the speed of forwarding data to the base station.
However, this may lead to increased power consumption and increased possibility of an emerging hotspot area. In
contrast, data gathering based on a mobile element (ME) proves that power consumption is minimized due to avoiding
relay data in extreme schemes. However, this may increase the latency of data gathering due to the low velocity of
the ME. In this article, an eﬃcient hybrid data gathering algorithm called zonal data gathering based on multihop and
ME in WSNs (ZDG-MME) is proposed. In ZDG-MME, intelligent data gathering is proposed, capturing the unique
nature of nodes along with the node’s position. In addition, it is able to forward the tailored data to the base station
by segmenting the deployment field into two divisions. First, the inner division, which is the closest to the base station,
reports the sensed data through multihop communications. Second, the outer division reports the data to certain nodes
that locally buﬀer the data from aﬃliated sensors and await the ME for uploading. Furthermore, ZDG-MME analyzes
the sensing area in a way to ensure balancing between latency and power consumption based on application requirements
while avoiding the hotspot area. An extensive simulation clarifies the validity and eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach
in terms of ME tour length, data gathering latency, and total energy consumption.
Key words: Wireless sensor network, data gathering, multihop, mobile element, polling nodes, tour length, energy
consumption

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a collection of hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes deployed randomly
over a deployment field such as military battlefields, in medical care, and in home surveillance. The main
purpose of deploying sensor nodes is to gather data from the surrounding environment for processing and
reporting. In particular, the approaches to data gathering fall into two categories: 1) data gathering based
on multihop communication and 2) data gathering based on a mobile element (ME). Data gathering based
on multihop communication is described as occurring when sensor nodes transmit the sensed data to the base
station in cooperation with other nodes (i.e. relaying other nodes’ data). The data gathering based on a ME
is described as when sensor nodes transmit the data to the ME and then eventually to the base station. The
∗ Correspondence:
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approach of multihop data gathering eliminates the latency of data delivery, but it expends energy faster due
to communication energy, which is a major contributor to the total energy consumption [1].
In contrast, the approach of data gathering based on a ME minimizes the communication energy but
increases data delivery time (i.e. latency) due to the low speed of the ME [2]. Therefore, it is essential to make
a tradeoﬀ between these two approaches that balances energy consumption and data delivery time at a certain
level based on application requirements.
In this article, a hybrid data gathering approach is proposed based on both multihop and ME that
dynamically separates the deployment field into two segments (i.e. divisions) and assigns each segment the
appropriate approach for data gathering. Cooperation between both approaches of data gathering is considered
and balanced in order to utilize their advantages and eliminate their disadvantages. The approach proposed
divides the deployment field into two diﬀerent divisions, one closer to the base station (i.e. the inner division)
and the other one farther away (i.e. the outer division). The depth of each division is considered based on
the application requirements. The inner division reports the sensed data directly to the base station based on
multihop techniques. In contrast, the outer division gathers the data to selected nodes and waits for the ME
for uploading. The ME traverses the outer division, gathering the sensed data, and then eventually returns to
the base station. The main idea behind this approach is to shorten the tour length of the ME to a certain level
by visiting selected nodes and avoiding visiting each one separately. In addition, the bottleneck (i.e. hotspot)
area near the base station that serves each sensor in the deployed field is avoided by minimizing the number of
nodes that relay their data through it.
Many WSNs applications will benefit from the proposed data gathering approach, making a tradeoﬀ
between delay of receiving data at the base station and the power consumption at each sensor node. For
instance, consider a battle field area or forest fire detection. As soon as the area is pumped or sensors are fired
in the inner division, action is taken sending the information immediately to the base station without waiting
for the ME. Obviously, the use of the ME is mandatory to reach the sparse network, which is disconnected from
the main network. Figure 1 illustrates the hybrid approach of data gathering, which segments the deployment
field into two divisions, the inner division and outer division. The summary of the main contributions in this
article are divided into four points as follows.

Figure 1. Segmenting the deployment field into two divisions.
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• Data gathering based on multihop and ME techniques is proposed, which divides the deployment field
into two divisions. The mobile element is adopted to deliver the data from the outer division with limited
hops while multihop is adopted in the inner division.
• Centralized data gathering is proposed based on selecting specified nodes as polling nodes that temporally
aggregate the data from aﬃliated sensors. In addition, the polling nodes are based on constraints on the
number of hops for relaying data, which is a user-defined number.
• The hotspot areas are totally avoided by minimizing the relayed data passing through these nodes. In
other words, they are only serving a few nodes based on hop level, which is a user defined number based
on the application requirements.
• The nearest neighbor (NN) algorithm is employed for the tour path of the ME, which decreases data
latency. In addition, this helps to conserve nodes’ energy due to short-range communications.
The materials below are organized as follows. Section 2 presents and discusses related work. Section 3
explains the preliminaries related to the proposed approach. Section 4 explains the proposed approach, Section
5 presents the performance evaluation, and Section 6 concludes the article and reviews what the work herein
can be taken to suggest with respect to future work.
2. Related work
WSNs typically consist of hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes with energy constraints distributed randomly
over a deployment field. Normally, the sensed data traverse through multiple hops to reach the static base
station, which expends the node’s energy faster. Thus, this motivates the researcher to improve the techniques
used to gather the data with minimal energy consumption along with minimal latency. Two paths have been
taken previously. First, some researchers considered dividing the nodes into individual groups; each group has a
leader responsible for dispatching the data to the base station. Secondly, some researchers consider using a ME
to carry the sensed data and assume the burden of delivering the data to the base station. The data gathering
techniques used in WSNs can be classified into two. First, we can minimize the energy consumption due to
adopting multihop data gathering [3–6]. Second, we can minimize the tour length of the ME to reduce data
gathering latency, which minimizes the communication energy used to relay data through nodes [7–15].
Chang and Zhang [3] proposed an energy-eﬃcient cluster routing algorithm for data gathering in WSNs.
In this algorithm, all sensors are divided into clusters and then each cluster is connected using a chain module.
Minimum spanning trees are built to gather the data from cluster heads to the base station. However, because
of the chains within each cluster, the sensors may draw energy faster. Based on the spanning tree, some sensors
serve as the cluster heads to transmit the data to the base station, which causes more energy consumption
with emerging hotspots. Bista et al. [4] proposed a new energy-balanced and eﬃcient data gathering scheme
to solve the hotspot problem caused by using multihop data gathering. In the proposed scheme, multiple paths
are predetermined and run in round robin fashion to guarantee the participation of all nodes, which balances
the workload in data gathering. However, even with a set of paths the hotspot area will not be avoided as each
path needs the nodes near the base station in the final articulation. Zhang et al. [5] proposed a multihop levels
protocol based on dividing the sensors into the level of clusters. In this protocol, the sensors send their data
based on levels to reach the cluster head and not directly as in LEACH protocol. However, to build a cluster
level involves a noticeable energy loss due to more communication between sensors in the initial stage. Lan
et al. [6] proposed an energy-balanced clustering algorithm based on change in the cluster members near the
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Algorithm 1. An efficient hybrid data gathering (ZDG-MME) algorithm.
Input: A number of vertices node V , the BS π as root, hop level d, and hybrid level h.
Output: A set of PNs P and the tour path visiting all PNs and the π.
1 begin
// Construct SPT (T ) starting from π contains all possible vertices from V
2
foreach u V do
3
Dist [u] ← ∞
4
Parent [u] ← N I L
5
Dist [root] ← 0
6
while nTree ≤ V do
7
u ← min to root
8
foreach v adjacent[u] do
9
if weight(u,v) ≤ Dist[u] then
10
Parent[u] ← u
11
Dist[u] ← weight(u, v)
12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
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nTree + +
Ad justPath()
// In the case of disconnected
network
while There is sensors < T do
Find nearest sensor u to π, u < T
Construct new S PT starting from u
// Find the appropriate
Polling Nodes
while T, ϕ do
Find the farthest leaf v on T
if v-hop’s count < h+d then
break
else
if v is not a polling node then
Find v’s d-hop parent node u on T
Consider u as PN and add it to P
if u is not the root then
Remove the tree rooted to u from T
Create geometric tree tu from the corresponding sensors
else
Remove all sensors affiliated to T
Affiliate the corresponding to geometric tree tu
Set T as empty
else
// In the case of choosing PN as the farthest leaf
if d = 1 then
Remove v from current T and add it to tv
else
Find v’s #d/2$-hop parent m on T
The subtree rooted to m removed from T
Corresponding sensors are affiliated to tv
Find an approximate shortest tour path for visiting all PNs and π based on NN.
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base station so as to be less than the others. After the unequal cluster size forms the routing protocol, cluster
heads are formed to deliver the data to the base station. However, even with a small cluster size near the base
station the hotspot area will not be totally avoided. It was also observed that some nodes that are far away
from the cluster head with less residual energy will not be involved in all rounds of data gathering and may lose
their data. Overall, previous works all retain multihop data gathering with a few improvements to save energy
consumption, but the hotspot is still a central challenge in multihop data gathering because communications
among nodes expend most of the nodes’ energy.
Another direction taken by researchers focuses on a hybrid between two techniques of data gathering,
the multihop approach and the use of a ME. Sheu et al. [7] proposed a mobile sink to avoid the bottleneck. In
addition, a k-hop relay mechanism was introduced to constrain the number of hops for routing data through
nodes. However, the mobile sink should traverse the entire deployment field to gather the sensed data from
selected sensors based on a k-hop relay, which causes a long tour length. Pazzi and Boukerche [8] proposed a
solution for a hotspot problem by providing a ME as a data collector. The ME traverses the deployment field
and broadcasts a beacon and builds a cluster with joined nodes within its range. Consequently, it moves to a
new position and repeats the same process until all sensors send their data. However, there is no constraint with
respect to the multiple hops allowed to relay the data to the nearest ME, which expends more energy. Tsai et al.
[9] proposed data gathering based on mobile relays to solve the holes (i.e. hotspot) problem adopting multihop
data gathering. The dispatching mobile relay overcomes the disconnected network and collects the data from
the unreachable networks. However, data gathering from the beginning used multihop communication for all
sensor nodes, which expends their energy faster. Zhao et al. [10] proposed an eﬃcient method of data gathering
that used mobile collectors with two antennas. The mobile collector traverses the deployment field and pauses
at certain points, then uploads the data from two sensors concurrently. However, although the data uploading
time decreases, the tour path of the mobile data collector remains long, which causes higher latency. Even with
multiple mobile collectors the latency remains noticeable due to visiting each node in the vicinity to upload
the data through single hops. Nakayama et al. [11] proposed a novel scheme for data gathering based on a
set packing algorithm and the traveling salesman problem (TSP). In this scheme, a least number of clusters
is required to guarantee that all nodes are able to communicate with mobile sinks from the centroid of each
cluster created. A route based on the TSP is computed between all cluster heads for the data gathering stage.
Although this scheme minimizes the energy consumption at each cluster due to short-range communication
with a mobile collector, the tour path of the mobile collector is not aﬀected and remains long, which increases
data gathering latency. Alsalih et al. [12] proposed a hybrid scheme that compounded the delay-sensitive and
delay-tolerant data. In this scheme, delay-sensitive data are sent to the data collector directly after locating its
position. Delay-tolerant data are sent to a nearby relaying node and wait for a mobile collector to pick them
up. However, due to the fixed route used by the mobile collector, the latency of tolerant data is increased.
It is also observed that even with delay-sensitive data, the source node needs to relay its data through active
nodes to reach the mobile collector, expending more energy. Wu et al. [13] proposed multiple disconnected
subnetworks focused on minimizing the tour path of mobile data collector. However, the power consumption
for data gathering at each subnetwork was still high due to unconstrained hop relay. Vupputuri et al. [14]
proposed mobile data collectors to improve the lifetime of the whole network. In this proposed solution, a few
data collectors are distributed with locomotion capabilities to avoid hotspot areas. In addition, the nodes send
their data to the nearest data collector through multihop relay, but even with avoiding hotspots by moving each
data collector to a new position based on certain constraints, the energy expenditure to relay the data from each
sensor to the nearest data collector remains high due to unconstrained hop relay. Ghaleb et al. [15] proposed a
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mobile data gathering algorithm that minimizes the tour length of the ME by minimizing the pause locations
during traversing the deployment field. Chen et al. [16] proposed an eﬃcient algorithm that is energy-eﬃcient
and can achieve a longer lifetime of the network but with a longer tour path. Table 1 summarizes the related
work.
Table 1. Summary of related work.

Authors and year
Chang and Zhang [3], 2012;
Bista et al. [4], 2009; Zhang et al.
[5], 2012; Lan et al. [6], 2009
Tsai et al. [9], 2012; Sheu et al.
[7], 2010; Zhao et al. [10], 2011;
Nakayama et al. [11], 2011;
Vupputuri et al. [14], 2010;
Ghaleb et al. [15], 2014; Chen et
al. [16], 2015

Mechanism/idea
Adopting multihop techniques to
deliver the data to the base station

Focuses on a hybrid between two
techniques of data gathering, the
multihop technique and the use of
ME

Advantages
Short-range wireless
communication and minimization
of the data gathering latency

Overcoming the problem of long
data gathering latency

3. Preliminaries
In this section, the mechanisms and assumptions used in this article are presented. These can help the reader
understand the presentation in its various aspects. Some assumptions used here are:
• Sensor nodes in WSNs are distributed randomly in the search field, in which each one has a unique ID
and location information. In addition, each node continuously generates a fixed packet formulated and
ready to be sent up the tree.
• A stationary base station is positioned at the center of the search field. In addition, all sensor nodes are
homogeneous with finite energy sources such as a battery while the transmission range, the deployment
field, and the number of sensor nodes are adjustable.
• The communication among nodes is symmetric and the power consumption studied here is only for the
transmission and receiving packets. Sensing and computation costs for data aggregation are considered
to be negligible.
• The ME is used to collect the data from a certain number of selected nodes.
3.1. Design overview
Typical data gathering in WSNs encompasses a stationary base station and a number of sensor nodes scattered
over a deployment field. The multihop data gathering network-based graph theory is formed in the first stage.
The sensor nodes’ network is represented here as an undirected graph G (V, E), where V = {v1, v2, v3, · · · ,
vn} represents nodes in the network. E represents the bidirectional wireless links among nodes (i, j), and the
link is denoted by e (i, j) ∈ E, where:
{
e(i, j) =
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.
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Before starting the data gathering process, the entire deployment field is divided into two divisions. The inner
division benefits from the shortest path tree built into the base station with a limited degree of hop. In this
division, the data gathering process follows the multihop technique. The second division selects certain nodes
for local data aggregation called polling nodes (PNs). PNs are temporarily playing the role of the base station
by gathering the data from aﬃliated sensor nodes waiting for the ME for uploading purposes. The methods to
select these nodes are discussed in the following section.
While a ME is traversing the deployment field, it will pull the data from PNs when it stops next to them.
The ME pulls the data from each PN in a single hop fashion. Since each sensor node within the outer division
needs to poll their data one time only during each data gathering tour, each sensor node is aﬃliated to one PN.
The ME collects the aggregated data packets when arriving at or next to the PN, then moves straight to the
next selected PN on the tour. Thus, the moving tour of the ME consists of a number of selected PNs and the
straight line segments connecting them.
Let P = {p1, p2, p3, · · · , pn} represent a set of PNs and BS represent the base station located at the
center of the deployment field. A possible tour path of the mobile element can then be demonstrated as (BS
→ p1 → p2 → p3 → BS). Thus, the following subproblems are considered to solve the main data gathering
problem: determining the two individual divisions, selecting the appropriate PNs, and finding the order of the
ME’s visit to each PN and the BS as the first and the end node.
We have the following benefits due to applying a hybrid data gathering technique in WSNs. First, we
eliminate the hotspot area near the BS by avoiding excessive relay through these nodes. Second, we minimize
the tour length of the ME due to the limited number of visited nodes, which leads to minimizing the latency
of data gathering. Overall, in order to summarize the data gathering problem in WSNs, a set of sensors S , a
relay hop bound d, and a hybrid level h are given. The following subproblems needing to be solved are:
1. A subset of sensor nodes S located in the inner division closer to the BS is denoted by (I) where ( I ⊆ S).
The depth of this tree rooted to BS is constrained by hybrid level h.
2. A subset of sensor nodes S located in the outer division called polling nodes is denoted by P where
(P ⊆ S).
3. A set of geometric trees is rooted to each polling node { T i(V i, Ei)} , the maximum depth of each
geometric tree constrained by the relay hop bound d.
4. The mobile element tour path U visits each polling node and the BS; the tour path should be shortened
in order to minimize the data gathering latency.
3.2. Wireless radio model
In this section, we describe the energy model used here to compute the energy consumption at each sensor node.
Transmissions and receipt of data packets are calculated based on the first-order radio model [17] depicted in
the following equations.
ET x(K, ds) = Eelec × K + εamp × K × ds2

(1)

ERx(K) = Eelec × K

(2)
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The energy model illustrates the network transmission and reception energy consumption at each sensor node
as a function of squared distance between transmitter and receiver (ds) , and the packet size (K). The
communication energy parameters are set as:
Eelec = 50E − 9 and εamp = 100E − 12.
3.3. Polling node mechanism
The PN mechanism is defined based on the relay hop count allowed for the data to be transmitted before
temporary storage at the specified node, waiting for the ME for uploading purposes. The relay hop count is a
user-defined number and is an application requirement, too. Figure 2 illustrates the mechanism of selecting the
appropriate PNs. In this figure it is assumed that the hop bound is equal to two hops, which means forwarding
data through nodes should be within the hop bound. Thus, seven nodes and the base station in the middle of
the deployment field are selected as PNs. The data aggregate to the PNs from aﬃliated sensors. In addition, the
nodes aﬃliated to each PN are not equal but the farthest node aﬃliated should be one or two hops maximum
to the nearest PN. Finding the appropriate location of PNs is adopted from [15], which is based on the number
of hop bounds selected. For example, if the hop bound selected equals 2, then after building the shortest path
tree we should be looking for the farthest leaf from the root. The next step is to move up the tree two hops
(i.e. moving from child to father and then to grandfather), then selecting this node as the PN. We repeat this
process until each node belongs to one PN only.

Figure 2. The mechanism of selecting polling nodes.

3.4. Hybrid level mechanism
The hybrid level is a user-defined number that determines the hop level of the inner division. Multihop data
gathering is the only way to collect the data from all sensors located within the inner division. On the other
hand, nodes located beyond the hybrid level (i.e. the outer division) adopt a ME with a PN mechanism for
data gathering purposes. Figure 3 illustrates the hybrid level mechanism, which consists of two diﬀerent data
gathering techniques that gather the data from all deployed sensors. The hybrid level selected in the inner
division is equal to the hop bound selected in the outer division, which is equal to two hops. First, all sensor
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nodes located within two hops from the base station will directly relay the sensed data to the base station in a
multihop fashion. Second, sensor nodes beyond two hops from the base station should report their data to the
appropriate nodes (i.e. PNs) constrained by selecting the hops bound. The ME traverses the deployment path
starting from the base station, visiting each PN, then returns to the base station as depicted by the dashed line
in the figure below.

Figure 3. The hybrid level of selecting polling nodes.

4. Hybrid data gathering approach
Latency and power consumption are two focal factors that should be considered when designing a data gathering
scheme in WSNs. In order to minimize the power consumption and minimize the tour length of the ME along
with avoiding the hotspot area, we propose a zonal data gathering algorithm based on multihop and mobile
element (ZDG-MME). In ZDG-MME, we have two terms that should be diﬀerentiated before going further.
First, hop level indicates the number of hops allowed for relaying data packets belonging to the outer division
of the deployment field. In addition, based on hop level, certain nodes will be selected as PNs nodes, which
aggregate the data and wait for the ME to upload them. Second, hybrid level indicates the number of hops
near the base station that should report their data directly to the base station via multihop techniques (i.e. the
depth of the inner division). The proposed scheme eﬀectively shortens the tour length of the ME in two ways.
First, some nodes located nearby the base station send their data via multiple hops. Thus, the ME should skip
those nodes within its tour. Second, the ME will visit only certain nodes that are selected based on the PN
mechanism. In addition, hotspot areas will be totally avoided by isolating the nearby sensors from the others
and removing the burden of relaying their data. The proposed ZDG-MME algorithm with its pseudocode is
given in Algorithm 1.
The main target of this algorithm is to shorten the tour length of the ME while avoiding the hotspot area
and minimizing the energy consumption, hence maximizing the network lifetime. Lines 1 to 13 construct the
shortest path tree (SPT) to the base station as a root based on hop count. In addition, the function AdjustPath
works to maintain the paths of each node to the parent in order to find the shortest path to the base station
(i.e. root).
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Lines 14, 15, and 16 construct more SPTs, which are separate from the main SPT (i.e. in the case of
multiple disconnected networks). Lines 17 to 38 are responsible for selecting appropriate PNs while ensuring
isolation of the inner division by discarding PNs located in it. The isolating process is based on the hybrid level
h . In addition, these points are selected based on the bounded hop level d . Line 39 is responsible for finding a
shortest tour path for a ME to visit each PN including the static base station.
For a better understanding of how the algorithm works, Figure 4 illustrates the main steps. Figure 4a
illustrates 150 nodes distributed randomly over a 150 m × 150 m area locating the stationary base station
at the center of the field. In addition, it illustrates the SPT rooted to the base station, which is formulated
based on hop distance. Figure 4b illustrates the appropriate nodes selected to be the PNs that gather the data
from aﬃliated nodes. In this figure, 22 nodes are selected as PNs such as 24, 118, 11, and 59 based on the
PN mechanism mentioned earlier. Figure 4c illustrates the proposed approach, which excludes each PN that
is located within two hops from the base station. Four PNs are excluded and remain as normal nodes such as
24, 68, and 118. Now all nodes within two hops from the base station will report their data directly to the
base station without any ME. Special cases are found with nodes 105 and 121 as examples. Those nodes are
beyond the two hops level but with no aﬃliated sensors belonging to them. In this case, it is better to keep
them attached to the inner division of the data gathering to avoid increasing the tour length of the ME. The
tour of the ME should visit each node selected as a PN and then it eventually returns to the base station, which
is similar to the TSP as depicted in Figure 4d. The nearest neighbor (NN) [18] algorithm is adopted here to
solve the TSP problem.
5. Performance evaluation
This section presents the simulation results for the proposed hybrid data gathering approach (ZDG-MME) and
compares it with three existing mobile data gathering schemes. The first scheme is SPT-DGA [2]. The second
scheme is single hop data gathering (SHDG) [19], in which the ME traverses the deployment field and collects
the data from all sensors with a single hop guarantee. The third scheme is the data collection point-based
mobile data gathering scheme with relay hop constraint (DCP-MDGS-RHC) [20], which makes an adjustment
between the relay hop count for local data aggregation and the moving tour length of the mobile collector. In
this simulation, a general sensor network with N sensor nodes is distributed randomly over the Lm × Lm square
field with the transmission range Tr for each sensor node. As we mentioned earlier, the location of stationary
base station π is placed at the center of the field. In the inner division, which is rooted to the base station, the
data relayed through multiple hops are indicated by hybrid level h . In the outer division the data aggregated to
certain PNs within relay hop bound dwait for the ME for uploading purposes. The (NN ) is adopted for finding
the tour path of the ME. The tour path of the ME starts from the base station, visiting all PNs, then returns
to the base station to drop the uploaded data. The simulation for each individual performance point is the
average of 500 simulations to overcome the randomness of sensor node deployment. The simulation parameters
used in this simulation are presented in Table 2. The average velocity of the mobile element based on [21] is
between 0.1 and 2 m/s. At each duty cycle the sensor node has one packet ready to send up the spanning tree.
Due to the nature of SHDG that collects the data via single hop only, the comparisons with SHDG in Figures
5–8 will be omitted.
Figure 5 illustrates the average of selected PNs as a function of hop level d. L , Tr, N , and h are set to
200 m, 30 m, 400, and 2, respectively. It can be noticed that when hop level d increases, the number of nodes
selected as PNs is decreased. This is due to the increasing number of sensors that aﬃliate with the same PNs.
The number of polling nodes is the constraint for the tour length of ME; minimum nodes bring a minimum
614
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(a) Building the Shortest Path Tree (SPT).

(b) Selecting the appropriate polling node based SPTDGA algorithm.

(c) Selecting the appropriate polling node based ZDGMME algorithm.

(d) The final tour path of mobile element.

Figure 4. The data gathering approaches based on SPT-DGA and ZDG-MME algorithms: a) building the shortest path
tree (SPT), b) selecting the appropriate polling node-based SPT-DGA algorithm, c) selecting the appropriate polling
node based ZDG-MME algorithm, d) the final tour path of the mobile element.

tour length. Clearly, due to segmentation of the deployment field, the proposed hybrid algorithm outperforms
the SPT-DGA by eliminating the PNs near the base station, which are located within the inner division. Thus,
the number of selected PNs in SPT-DGA is greater than the number of selected PNs in the proposed hybrid
approach by 24.89%.
Figure 6a illustrates the performance of SPT-DGA, DCP-MDGS-RHC, and ZDG-MME as a function of
hop bound d in terms of mobile tour length. L , Tr, N , and h are set to 200 m, 30 m, 400, and 2, respectively.
Apparently when d increases the tour path of the ME is shortened in all algorithms. This is due to increasing
the maximum hop bound allowed for relaying the data packets up the tree. Due to the limited number of
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Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Simulation parameters
Number of sensor nodes (N)
Deployment field size (L)
Transmission range (Tr)
Relay hop bound (d)
Duty cycle
Packet length (bits)
Initial energy (J)
Mobile velocity (m/s)

Values
100, 200, 300, 400, and 500
100, 200, 300, 400, and 500
15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
200
640
0.25
1

L=200m , Tr=30m , N=400 , h=2
90
ZDG-MME
SPT-DGA

85
80
75
70

Average Polling Nodes

65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

Hop Level (d)

Figure 5. The average polling nodes count as a function of hop level d .

polling nodes located within the outer division, excluding the inner division from being visited and increasing
the number of nodes aﬃliated with the same polling node, this eﬀectively shortens the tour length of the ME of
ZDG-MME in comparison to SPT-DGA. As a result, ZDG-MME has an advantage gained over SPT-DGA by
15.21%. Due to the nature of DCP-MDGS-RHC, which focuses on minimizing the relay hop, the algorithm has
the longest tour length in comparison to the others. Figure 6b illustrates the performance of SHDG, SPT-DGA,
DCP-MDGS-RHC, and ZDG-MME as a function of transmission range Tr in terms of tour length. N , L , d ,
and h are set to 400, 200 m, 2, and 2, respectively. The values of Tr of each sensor are varied from 15 m
to 50 m. Obviously, when Tr increases, the number of sensor node neighbors increases, which reflects directly
on the number of nodes selected as polling nodes in SPT-DGA, DCP-MDGS-RHC, and ZDG-MME. In these
circumstances, a few polling nodes are selected closer to the BS, which eﬀectively shortens the tour length of the
ME. In addition, due to excluding the polling nodes that are located within the inner division, the ZDG-MME
outperforms the SPT-DGA by 12.11% as advantage gained. Furthermore, the advantage of ZDG-MME over
SHDG is due to gathering the data via a single hop only in SHDG. Thus, the ME should visit each vicinity of
sensor nodes, which results in a longer tour path. Figure 6c illustrates the performance of SHDG, SPT-DGA,
DCP-MDGS-RHC, and ZDG-MME as a function of sensor nodes N in terms of tour length. L, Tr, d, and h
are set to 200 m, 30 m, 2, and 2, respectively. Apparently, when the number of sensor node N increases, the tour
length of ME increases, too, especially at the beginning (i.e. when N is a small value). This is due to increasing
N scattering more sensors closer to each other and reporting to the same polling node, which results in less
increase of the tour length. The segmentation method grants ZDG-MME an enhancement over SPT-DGA of
12.1% by visiting the nodes located within the outer division only. Due to the fact that the SHDG has to visit
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each node, this results in a higher tour length in comparison to SPT-DGA and ZDG-MME. Figure 6d illustrates
the performance of SHDG, SPT-DGA, DCP-MDGS-RHC, and ZDG-MME as a function of deployment area L
in terms of tour length. N , Tr, d, and h are set to 400, 30 m, 2, and 2 respectively. Clearly, when L increases
the tour length of ME increases, too, in all algorithms. However, the proposed algorithm (i.e. ZDG-MME) has
a minimum tour length in comparison to others. This is due to visiting the outer division only to collect the
data. In all cases, the ZDG-MME outperforms the SPT-DGA in terms of the tour length by almost 9.78%.
By increasing L a few sensors are aﬃliated to the BS (i.e. within the inner division) due to creating multiple
disconnected networks. Thus, the ME should visit each network that is separated from the main network.
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Figure 6. The performance of SPT-DGA vs. ZDG-MME in terms of tour length (m): a) increasing hop level (d) vs.
tour length, b) increasing transmission range (Tr) vs. tour length, c) increasing number of nodes (N) vs. tour length, d)
increasing deployment field size (L) vs. tour length.

Figure 7a illustrates the performance of SPT-DGA, DCP-MDGS-RHC, and ZDG-MME as a function of
hop bound d in terms of data gathering latency. The data gathering latency increases when the hop bound
is small in value due to increasing the number of sensor nodes selected as polling nodes. The latency of data
gathering using the ME reaches zero when the hop bound selected is 5 or more. This is due to eliminating all
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Figure 7. The performance of SPT-DGA vs. ZDG-MME in terms of data gathering latency: a) increasing hop level
(d) vs. latency, b) increasing transmission range (Tr) vs. latency, c) increasing number of nodes (N) vs. latency, d)
increasing deployment field size (L) vs. latency.

polling nodes in the field and having the data transferred through multiple hops to reach the BS. In other words,
there is no path from any node to the BS more than d + h. In all cases, data gathering latency is minimized in
ZDG-MME in comparison to SPT-DGA. In addition, due to minimizing the relay hop for each sensor node, the
DCP- MDGS-RHC algorithm has the highest latency. Figure 7b illustrates the performance of SHDG, SPTDGA, DCP-MDGS-RHC, and ZDG-MME as a function of transmission range Tr in terms of data gathering
latency. Increasing Tr reflects directly on the emerging polling nodes and their positions. As a result, a few
polling nodes are selected that are located within the outer division and near the border of the inner division.
In this case, the latency of data gathering is shortened as Tr increases to a certain limit. Continued increasing
of Tr makes the BS in the range of each sensor and eliminates the need for a ME. In all cases, ZDG-MME
outperforms SPT-DGA and DCP-MDGS-RHC. Obviously, due to the data gathering nature of SHDG (i.e. via a
single hop), this results in high latency in comparison to SPT-DGA, DCP-MDGS-RHC, and ZDG-MME. Figure
7c illustrates the performance of SHDG, SPT-DGA, DCP-MDGS-RHC, and ZDG-MME as a function of sensor
nodes N in terms of data gathering latency. Obviously, increasing N leads to increasing the data gathering
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latency in all algorithms due to covering new locations within the deployment area. However, ZDG-MME has
the minimum latency among the others. This is due to the segmentation field, which forced the ME to traverse
only the outer division. Figure 7d illustrates the performance of SHDG, SPT-DGA, DCP-MDGS-RHC, and
ZDG-MME as a function of deployment area L in terms of data gathering latency. Increasing the deployment
area size reflects directly on the longer tour of the ME to collect the data. However, due to segmenting the
deployment field in ZDG-MME, the eﬀects on increasing L are the minimum among other schemes. In all cases,
ZDG-MME outperforms SPT-DGA, DCP-MDGS-RHC, and SHDG.
Figure 8a illustrates the performance of SPT-DGA and ZDG-MME as a function of hop bound d in terms
of total energy consumed. It is obvious that increasing the hop level reflects directly on increasing the total
energy consumed. This is due to relaying another’s data, which accelerating the energy drain. In ZDG-MME,
the nodes located within the inner division send their data to the BS, which is unlike SPT-DGA as the data
are sent to multiple polling nodes. The polling nodes consume more energy in comparison to leaf nodes due
to processing the data for all aﬃliated sensors. Thus, an advantage is granted to ZDG-MME over SPT-DGA.
Figure 8b illustrates the performance of SHDG, SPT-DGA, and ZDG-MME as a function of transmission range
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Tr in terms of total energy consumed. The nodes send their data to the farthest node and on the way to the
BS within its range. In this case, increasing Tr should force nodes to send their data to the farthest neighbor,
which increases the distance required to reach the destination node. Thus, the amount energy for transmission
increases due to increasing the distance between the source and the destination (i.e. child and parent node).
In all cases, ZDG-MME outperforms SPT-DGA. SHDG has the minimum energy consumed in comparison to
SPT-DGA and ZDG-MME. This is due to the fact that the ME visits each sensor node and pulls its data via
short-range communications. Figure 8c illustrates the performance of SHDG, SPT-DGA, and ZDG-MME as a
function of sensor nodes N in terms of total energy consumed. Increasing the number of sensor nodes N leads
directly to increasing the total energy consumed due to increasing the communications required. However,
SHDG has the minimum energy consumed due to the ability of the ME to visit each node and it collects the
data via a single hop. Furthermore, ZDG-MME outperforms SPT-DGA in terms of power consumption. This is
due to increasing the number of nodes within the inner division that are attached to the BS, which is unlike the
SPT-DGA, which is attached to the polling nodes. Figure 8d illustrates the performance of SHDG, SPT-DGA,
and ZDG-MME as a function of deployment area L in terms of total energy consumed. It is obvious that when
the area size is small in value, the total energy consumption is the highest in both SPT-DGA and ZDG-MME.
This is due to a fully connected network that increases the communications among nodes. In addition, the
diﬀerence between ZDG-MME and SPT-DGA is clear when L is small in value. This is due to increases in the
number of nodes located within the inner division that send their data to the BS, which is unlike SPT-DGA,
which sends the data and builds the tree to the nearest node to the BS. However, the energy consumption of
SHDG is constant. This is due to visiting each vicinity of each sensor node or a group of sensors and uploading
the data via single hop only.
6. Conclusions
This article has presented a hybrid approach of data gathering in WSNs based on a ME and a multihop approach.
We proposed and developed a hybrid data gathering approach to enhance the data gathering in WSNs. This is
done by dividing the deployment field into two diﬀerent divisions. The inner division, which is closer to the base
station, reports its data directly to the base station, which is based on a hybrid level value. The outer division
gathers the data to certain nodes called PNs and waits for the ME for uploading purposes. This approach has
proved that it outperforms the data gathering approach based on PNs. In addition, it eliminates unnecessary
PNs near the base station with no more power consumption and avoids hotspot areas. Two parameters were
considered as tradeoﬀ parameters at the hop level and at the hybrid level. These are values set by the user
depending on the application requirements. Extensive simulation was performed to validate the ZDG-MME
algorithm, which enhanced data gathering by shortening the tour path of the ME and minimizes latency, hence
maximizing network lifetime.
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